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Arbitration-the role of the
expert witness
By Sir Ronald Davison

This paper was the keynote address given by the
Chief Justice of New Zealand at the 14th Pan Pacific
Congress of Real Estate Appraisers, Vainers and
Counsellors held in Christchurch in March.

The firstreported arbitration was con-
ducted without the presence of an
expert witness. The report of that
arbitration is to be found in the Book
of Genesis, Chapter Three I am in-
debted to Sir Lawrence Street for his
version of the report.

"The dispute turned essentially upon
the commercial issue of inherent
quality offcodstuffs-apples-over-
laid by issues of false and mislead-
ing conduct. It was arbitrated sum-
manly and authoritatively by The
Great Arbitrator. The true defen-
dants, whose names incidentally
were Adam and Eve, sustained
verdicts against them and suffered
a judgment of transportation.
The third defendant^>ne serpent-
was reduced in both status and
stature. I
The reason why no expert witness

was called at that arbitration needs no
comment from ing But at least of re-
cent times the complexities of atbitra-
tion involving technical issues have
brought abouttheintroduction into the
arbitration process of experts in
various fields for the purpose of in-
forming the arbitrators upon topics
which are likely to be outside their own
fields of experience or expertise The
expert witness is now commonplace
in modern arbitration.

It has been said by a scepticalwtiter
that persons who give evidence may
be classified as witnesses of truth, liars,
bloody liars or experts. At first hear-
ing one might be inclined to think that
such a classification casts an unjusti-
flable slur upon the character of the ex-
pert witness. But, in fact, it highlights
the unique-characteristic of the expert
witness. He may, like any other wit-
ness, give evidence of facts but, in
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addition, the expertis able to give evi-
dence of opinion within the area of his
own expertise.

The expert witness is notlimited to
giving evidence offacts butts allowed
to express an opinion based upon
facts either observed or known to him
or proved by other witnesses. Such
opinion evidence is not able to be
classified as true or false, as is the
factual evidence of other witnesses, be-
cause it speaks not of facts but of the
expert's own opinion which does lend
itself to a judgment of being true
or false-so long as the opinion is
honestly held by the expert.

The acceptability of the evidence of
the expert witness must depend there-
fore, not upon ajudgment of whether
it is true or false, but upon ajudgment
of whether the weight to be given to
the opinion is such that the opinion is
to be accepted.

The weight to be given to an opinion
of an expert witness depends upon a
number of factors including:

Saunaers J said:
"If matters arise in our law which
concern other sdences or faculties
we commonly' apply for the aid of
that science orbgulty which it con-
cerns. This is a commendable thing
in our law. For thereby it appears
that we do not dismiss all other
sciences but our own, but we
approve of them and encourage
them as things worthy of coin-
mendation?2
In thoseearly times, however, the ex-

pert was often a member of the court
(the jury in those days) and was en-
gaged by the COLIrtto assist it in reach-
ing a decision 'on a matter requirtng
special knowledge or expertise

Later the expert was allowed to be
called by a party as a witness in that
partys case.

The firstrecorded instanceofan ex-

pert being so allowed to give evidence
as an expert is Folkes v. Chodd3
where in 1782 a Mr Sineaton, a
famous engineer of that day, was
called by one of the parties and was
allowed to give his opinion on the
question ofwhett'Ier or not an embank-
merit has caused the silting up of the
harbour.

The question of who is to be re-
garded as an expertis forthe arbitrator
to decide He makes his decision upon
the same principles as applied by the
courts in the determination of the
same-question. ThQse principles have
been briefly stated by Mr Peter Ginies
of Macquarie University in a recent
paper:

'Assuming that a particular field of
knowledge is a relevant field of ex-
pertise for the purposes of the rule
allowing expert evidence, an alleged
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. the formal qualifications of the
witness;
. the practical experience gained in
the field of expertise;
. the extent to which he has re-
searched or tested the topic under
consideration;
. the extent of his preparation for
the giving of his evidence;
. his familiarity with the facts of the
particular case;
. his manner of giving evidence

Who is an expert?
The earliest use of expert witnesses

by the courts dates from at least the
14th century. As long ago as 1553
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taxpert witness must qualify himself
or herself as an expert witness. The
determination of whether this per-
son is indeed an expertis a matter
for the trial judge
'!A. person may be an expert by
virtue of formal training in an aca-
demic or technical course, but it is
unnecessary for him or her to have
undergone a formal course leading
to a qualification. Rather, a person
can acquire sufficient knowledge
through practical experience or in-
formal study for the purpose of
recognition as an expert in the
present context. As to whether a
formal CTedentialis required de-
pends largely. upon the field of ex-
pertise in question. Ifthe area of ex-
patseisonewhichhas becomethe
province of academic or technical
study, such as medicine, psychiatry,
engineering or biochemistry, then a
person withoutfonnalqualifications
will rarely be accepted as being an
expert. Otherwise, qualifications will
be less significant?
In Nav Zealand, valuers or serves!ors

(as they are sometimes called in other
countries) are registered under the
VoluersAct 1948 andan applicantfor
registration is required to furnish
evidence of having acquired the neces-
say educational qualifications and ex-
penence as provided by that Act and
that he or she has also attained a
reasonable standard of professional
competence A registered valuer will
normally be accepted by the courts as
qualifying as an expert witness within
the field of expertise of a valuer.

New Zealand courts have indicated
that in proceedings involving land
valuations, cases presented without
expert valuation evidence can have
little hope of success. 5

In discussing the role of the expert
witness in arbitration, I should coin-
menceby considering the expertfrom
the point of time when he is first
approached by a party to a forthcom-
ing case

work; it may be a rental case involv-
ing the fixing of rentals for a coiningr-
cial building; it may be a family case
involving ^ivision of matrimonial
property, But whatever type of case it
is, the valuer!s soughttQ be employed
on behalf of one party or another.

His situation in regard to such em-
ployment has been wellstated by Mr
I. R. Freckleton in his book entitled
The Triol of the Expert. 6

"Experts do not come to the court-
room as disinterested observers.
They are generally sought out by
one or other side in legal proceed-
ings, requested to make a report to
the legal representatives, paid for
that and, ifthe report coincides with
the arguments which the lawyers
wish to put forward in the case,
asked to testify. Experts are no more
altruistic than lawyers. They expect
remuneration and they receive it. Of

the best assistance he can by get-
ting at the truth. It is in some form
of consultative capacity that the
abilities of professional men are best
utilised in the public service"
The purposeofthe expert witnesss

evidence is to assist the arbitrator to
resolve the issues in dispute and
although he has beenemployedbyone
of the parties to the dispute, his
primary duty is to uphold the integrity
of his profession. It is only if he
demonstrates integrity and impartiality
that his evidence will be acceptable in
the eyes of the tribunal.

Preparation of the report

Having accepted instructions on be-
half of a party, how does the valuer
qualify himself and prepare his report
on which his evidence later will be
based?

The expertmayormaynotknowat
the time he is instructed that he will
later be called upon to support his
report before an arbitration inburial.
This, however, should make no differ-
ence whatever to his approach. Every
report made should be upon the basis
that the expert is not only prepared,
but able, to support it if called upon to
do so. A report made on any other
basis is valueless to the client and
would be unprofessionalon the partof
the expert.

In preparing his report, the expert
witness has two main tasks to per-
form. The first is the task of collect-
ing, collating and examining material
as a basis for the opinion he is asked
to give The second is the forming of
that opinion based on that study. The
material which he collects therefor as
the foundation for his opinion must be
factual and capable of being proved in
the ordinary way.

The following are the steps which a
valuer, proposing to give evidence as
an expert, will normally follow in the
preparation of his report.
I. He will ensure that he is fully and
adequately briefed by his client as to
the nature of the investigation and
reportrequired of him andthepurpose
for which it is required. If the matter
has proceeded to a dispute then the
issues between the parties should be
discussed with the legal advisers.
2. He should become thoroughly
familiar with the subject matter of his
report. In the caseofthevaluerthis will
involve research into the title of the

necessity, this affects the relation-
ship betweentheexpertandthe side
for which he or she appears. There
are all manner of pressures, albeit
often subtle ones, that propeltheex-
pert in the direction of making find-
ings which are acceptableto the side
for which he or she initially prepares
the report and then is asked to
appear. Some of the pressures are
financial but just as important are
thosewhichmaybesummedup as
'cause-identification': the expert is
subjected, unwillingly no doubt, to
pressure to make findings favour-
able to the party instructing him:'
In the light of these observations it

becomes of great importance to the
acceptability of the expert's evidence
that he should in no way be open to
challenge or criticism on the grounds
of bias or partiality in favour of the
party calling him to testify. The expert
should remember that while it will be
only natural to please those who are
instructing him, the day will come
when he will have to justify his opinion
before a tribunal and there over-
enthusiam to supportacausemay well
beexposedtothedetrimentoftheside
calling him.

The late Law Lord, Lord MacMillan,
once said of the expert witness:

"I am not certain that any scientific
inari ought even to becomepadisan
of one side Hemaybethepartisan
of an opinion but ought never to
accept a retainer to advocate a par-
ticular view merely because it is the
view which is in the interests of the
party who has retained him to
maintain.

'1'0 do so is toprostitute science and
practise a fraud on the administra-
tion of justice The true role of the
expert witness is to offer the court

The instruction of the expert
The valuer who I adopt as the ex-

pert in this paper(but my observations
apply equally toother experts modified
to meet the particular circumstances
of their expertise) probably first will be
approached by the legal representa-
tives of a party either by letter or by
telephonewith arequest that hemake
a valuation.

He may, or may not, at that stage
be told he is later required to give evi-
dence at a hearing. It may be for the
purposes of a land valuation coin-
pensation case arising from a coin-
pulsory taking of land for a public
Page 172

property, the planning, zoriing and re-
quirements, and any other fixtures
which may affect value
3. Ifvaluedepends upon such matters
as future subdivision then allfactors
relevant to such subdivision must be
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100ked at and expert assistance in the
form of surveying evidence or engineer-

evidence or financial evidence orIng

any othertype of expert assistance as
necessary should be sought to assist
the valuer to his final conclusions.

4. The valuer should bear in mindthat
the factual material upon which he
bases his opinion may later have to be
proved as fact before an arbitration or
other tribunal in the usual way by per-
sons having knowledge of it and the
valuer should not rely upon factual
material whichhecannotsoprove. To
do so may result in the opinion being
challenged if an important factual ele-
merit is later not proved and the
ground is cut away from under the
valuer's feet.

5. Any doubts about the proof of
factual matters or about any other
legal issues which arise should be dis-
cussed with the client's legal advisers
before thereportis completed. It is no
use waiting untilthe case is being pre-
pared fortrial. By that stage, claims or
counterclaims will have already been
made based on the report and, if it
becomes necessary to change the
valuer's evidence because of defects or
deficiencies discovered, then the case
for his client is likely to be weakened
if such situation is disclosed as it prob-
ably will be at the hearing.
6. Thereportshouldbeprepared in a
clear logical sequence by setting out
first the nature of the experts brief;
then the relevantfactualmaterialupon
which the valueris to basehis opinion;
then should folow the valuer's opinion
and the reasons for reaching such
opinion.

7. Thereport when completed should
then be delivered and, ifnecessary, dis-
cussed with the legal advisers.

If the valuer is later advised by the
legal advisers that the dispute with
which the report is concerned is topro-
ceed to a hearing, for example, before
an arbitrator, then the next step is to
prepare his evidence for the hearing.

,

expert valuation evidence Megany J
said:

"In building up his opinions about
values, hewnlnodoubthaveleamed
much from transactions in which he
has himself been engaged, and of
which he could give first-hand evi-
dence. But hewnlalsohave learned
much from many othersources, in-
cludingmuchofwhichhecouldgive
no first-hand evidence Textbooks,
journals, reports of auctions and
other dealings, and information
obtained from his professional
brethren and others, somerelated to
particular transactions and some
more general and indefinite, will all
have contributed their share Doubt-
less much, or most, of this will be
accurate, though some will not; and
even what is accurate so far as it
goes may be incomplete, in that
nothing may havebeen saidofsome
special element which affects values.

entitled to draw on material pro-
duced by others in the field in which
their expertise lies. Indeed, it is
part of their duty to consider_any, ..,
material which may be availd6i^ in
their field, and not to draw con-
clusions merely on the basis of their
own experience, which is inevitably
likely to be more limited than the
general body of information which
may be available to them. Further,
when an expert hasto consider the
likelihood or unlikelihood of some
occurrence or factual association in
reaching his conclusion, as must
often be necessary, the statistical
results of the work of others in the
same field must inevitably form an
importantingredientin the cogency
or probative value of his own
conclusion in the particular case.
Relative probabilities or improba-
binties must frequently be an impor-
tant factor in the evaluation of any
expert opinion and, when any re-
liable statistical material is available
which bears on this question, it must
be part of the function and duty of
the expertto take this into account.
"However, it is also inherent in the
nature of any statistical information
that it will result from the work of
others in the same field, whether or
notthe expert in question will him-
selfhave contributed to the bank of
information available on the par-
ticulartopic on which he is caled on
to express his opinion. Indeed, to ex-
clude reliance on such information
on the ground that it is inadmissible
under the hearsay rule might mevi-
tably lead to the distortion or un-
reliability of the opinion which the
expert presents for evaluation by a
judge or jury.

(b) The euidence the expert mop
glue

There are three basic rules which the
expert will encounter relating to the
giving of evidence.

First. The general rule of evidence
at common law is that witnesses may
only testify to what they have per-
sonally observed or experienced, ie to
factual matters.

Second. The expert witnessis en-
titled not only to give evidence about
factual matters butts also pennitted to
express opinions based on proven
facts. It-is for the tribunal-arbitrator to
decide whether a witness qualifies as
an expertforthe purposes of this rule

Third. The cases whereexpert evi-
dence will be permitted are those
where the tribunal of fact needs
assistance in deciding technical or
complex matters which are beyond the
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"... the opinion that
the expert expresses Is
none the worse
because it is in part
derived from the
matters of which he
could give ino direct
evidence.

Preparation of expert s
evidence

(0) Quolofying himself
Where the valuer has already pre-

pared a report and submitted it to
the solicitors, the foundation for the
valuer's evidencehas already been sub-
stantially prepared. Two very helpful
statements abouthow an expert quali-
fies himself and prepares his evidence
have been given in two comparatively
recent decisions of English Courts.

English Exporters (London) Ltd v.
Eldonuioll Ltd7 was a case involving
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Nevertheless, the opinion that the
expert expresses is none the worse
because itis in part derived from the
matters of which he could give no
direct evidence. Even if some of the

information which heextraneous

acquires in this way is maccurate or
incomplete, the errors and omis-
sions will often tend to canceleach
other out; and the valuer, after all,
is an expert in this field, so that the
less reliable the knowledge that he
has about the details of some re-
ported transaction, the more his ex-
penencewintellhim that he should
be ready to make some discount
from the weight that he gives it in
contributing to his overall sense of
values. Some aberranttransactions
may stand so far out of line that he
will give them little or no weight.
The other case was R. v. Abodom8

where Kerr LJ said:

"In the context of evidence given by
experts it is no more than a state-
merit of the obvious that, in reach-
ing their conclusion, they must be
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normal experience of lay members of
the public or the tribunal.

There is one suggested_qualification,
however, to the extenttowhich expert
opinion evidence may go It is coin-
monly referred to as "t}re ultimate issue
rille". Stated in its simplest form the
rule is this:

"Where the opinion tendered by the
expert involves what is a mixed
question offact and law and is the
very issue the court has to decide,
then the opinion is not admissible.
However, in practice the rule is not

quite so simple
The cases are conflicting as to how

an expert may be asked the very
question which the jury has to decide;
butthe weight of authority appears to
be:

(a) where the issue involves other
elements besides the purely scien-
tific, the expert must confine himself
to the latter and must not give his
opinion upon the legal or general
merits of the case;

(b) where the issue is substantially
one of scienceor skillmerely, the ex-
pertif he has himself observed the
facts, may be asked the very ques-
tion which the jury has to decide.
That formulation has, however, re-

centiy been questioned and I believe
that the rule which is now applied in
both New Zealand and Australia is as
expressed by Justice Glass in the AUS-
tralian case of R. v. PalmerlO where
he said:

"The true rule, in my opinion, is that
no evidence can be received upon
any question, the answer to which
involves the application of a legal
standard. ... these are questions,
the answers to which can only be
given by the jury after the judge has
instructed them upon the rule of law
they must apply.
A common application of such prin-

ciple would be in cases involving
allegations of negligence where the de-
cision as to whether a person was
negligentwoulddependuponthe facts
of the case to which the appropriate
legal standard would need to be
applied and courts will not allow a wit-
ness under the guise of being an ex-
pert to express opinions on such
matters.

There are, however, some apparent
exceptions to that rule, one of which
is in cases involving land valuation evi-
dencewheretheexpert valueris asked
to give evidence as to the valuation of
a particular property which is also the
very matter that the tribunaljarbitrator
has to determine In England the ulti-
mate issue debate has been deter-
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mined by statute where the Ciuil EUi-
dence Act 1972 provides that an ex-
pert may testify on the ultimate issues:
Phipson on Evidence observes that
this is no more than declaratory of the
common law but I have reservations
as to whether such evidence was
allowed in allcases. New Zealand has
no such statute nor do I believe have
the Australian States.

Years ago Justice Sly in the AUS-
tralian case of Wright v. Sydney
Municipal Council" explained his de-
cision to allow such valuation evidence
thus:

"An expert in land values can in my
opinion give evidence that he has
experience of sales in a district, and
also that he has kept in touch with

admissible evidence (whether or not
given by him) in relation to the
valuation with which he is con-
cerned; but
(d) may not give hearsay evidence
stating the details of any trans-
actions not within his personal
knowledge in order to establish
them as matters of fact.
"To those propositions I would add
that for counsel to put in a list of
coinparables oughtto amountto a
warranty by him of his intention to
tender admissible evidence of all

sales not made by himselfin thedis-
trict, to show that he is competent
to give evidence as to value in
the particular case. He can, in my
opinion, give direct evidence of sales
of other lands coinparable to sup-
port his valuation of the land in
question, provided he gives proper
legal evidence of such sales, or such
evidence has already been given.
But he has no privilege beyond any
other witness to speak in detail of
the prices realised for other lands
unless he can give legal evidence of
such sales, or that evidence has
already been given by the witnesses.
It would be a most dangerousthing
to allow an expertto speak of the
details of sales of which he really
knows nothing, and see the difficulty
the plaintiff in a case like this would
be in if he had to answer such evi-
dence not knowing whether the
sales were really existent or not.
A similar practice has long been fol-

lowed in this country and expert evi-
dence of valuers received. The New
Zealand practice is also in line with the
observations of Megarry J in English
Exporters (London) Ltd v. Eldontuoll
Ltd at p. 423:

"In my judgment a valuer giving
expert evidence in chief (or in re-
examination):

(a) may express the opinions that
he has formed as to values even
though substantial contributions to
the formation of those opinions
have been made by matters of
which he has no first-hand know-
ledge;

that is shown on the list'
Canadian courts have been even

more liberal in approach since 1969
when Justice Ritchie in St John City
v. Iruing Oil Co Ltd12 said:

"To characterise the opinion evi-
dence of a qualified appraiser as in-
admissible because it is based on
something that he has been told is,
in my opinion, to treatthe matter as
ifthe directfacts of each of the coin-
parable transactions which he has
investigated were at issue whereas
whatis in truth at issue is the value
of the opinion. The nature of the
source on which such an opinion is
based cannot, in my opinion, have
any effect on the admissibility of the
opinion itself:'
There is much to be said for that

point of view.

, ~...

(c) Preporing the brief
Perhaps one of the most neglected

areas of pre-malactivity is the prepara-
tion of the expert's brief of evidence.
This should be done by the solicitors
with the expert valuer. Remember that
an opinion is only as good as the jin-
pression which the witness gives to the
tribunal. If, as in most cases involving
experts these days, there is an expert
or experts called on each side, it will
be the expert who is the more con-
vincing to the tribunal whose evidence
will be accepted. Therefore the brief
should set out simply and clearly the
various matters required to be proved.

It should be prepared in question
and answer form so that counsellead-
ing the witness has control of his evi-
dence and one does notfind the wit-
ness just rambling on. The witness
should be able to answer the question
precisely and then awaitthe next ques-
tion from counsel. Too many withesses
getinto difficulties by just rambling on.
It is far better for evidence to be firmly
controlled. With that in mind the brief
will be conveniently prepared in ques-
tion and answer form.

The brief will usually deal in a
valuation case with the following
matters:

(b) may give evidence as to the de-
tails of any transactions within his
personal knowledge, in order to
establish them as matters of fact;

,

and

(c) may express his opinion as to
the significance of any transactions
which are or will be proved by
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(a) the expert's qualifications and
experience in the relevant field;
(b) the purpose of his evidence;
(c) the ownership, history and
physical description of the property;
(d) the basis upon which the valu-
ation of the property has been
carried out;
(e) any factual material which the
valuer has relied upon when form-
ing his opinion;
co the opinion which the valuer has
arrived at as to valuation;
(9) the reasons for arriving at that
opinion;
(h) any areas of doubt or which
may be suggested as being contrary
to his clients case should be frankly
faced up to and acknowledged and
due regard paid to them in the final
result.

At the same time as the brief is
prepared-or later if needs be, and
certainly if possible before he gives
evidence-the expert should discuss
with the solicitors the opposition case
so far as it is known. By shortly be-
fore trial a certain amount of informa-
tion will probably be available and
counselmay have exchanged experts
reports. The witness should consider
how he is going to deal with any
apparent differences between himself
and the experts of the opposing side

It may be that he is able to show
that there are reasons why the OPPos-
ing case should not be accepted. On
the other hand, if the result is simpy
a difference of opinion then the
persuasiveness of the witnesss de-
meanour and evidence will be crucial
to the issue.

The tribunal's attitude to the
expert witness

The possible effects of employment
of an expert were well stated by Ian
Freckelton in The Triol of the Expert:

Sir GeorgeJesselMR referred to the
practiceofexpertshopping--choosing
an expert according to whether he had
views supporting the case of the party
engaging him or appro'aching one ex-
pert after the other until an expert
with view favourable to the party was
found.

In Lord Abinger v. Ashton14 he ex-
pressed the attitudes of many judges
to expert witnesses in these words:

"In matters of opinion I very much
distrust expert evidence, for several
reasons. In the first place, although
the evidence is given upon oath, in
point offacttheperson knows that
he cannot be inchcted forpefjory, be-
cause it is only evidence as to a
matter of opinion. So that you have
not the authotity of legal sanction.

The criticism of expert witnesses in
general may have some justification.
But in fairness, are experts to blame
or is the blametobe placed at the door
of the adversary system of trial in
which the expertis asked to takepart?
The expert does not chooseto be par-
tisan and to seek to supportthe case
of the side that engages him.

It is interesting to note the observa-
tions of MrJ. D. E Howardwhois both
a medical practitioner and a lawyer
and was secretary of the British Medi-
calAssociation in 1983. In a paper on
negligence he said:

"Where Anglo-Saxon law -went
wrong was to try to resolve the
dilemma by subjecting the outside
experts to the rules of adversary
procedure The result has inevitably
been a battle of the experts fought
within rules which were never de-
signed to deal with conflicts of
scientific opinion. ... Under the
Anglo-Saxonprocedures expertwit-
nesses maybe selected as much for
their ability to assist the party con-
cerned as their expertise!'15
Well, I wonder whether those CTiti-

cisms which appear to have been
aimed more directly at expert scientific
witnesses apply to the same extentto
expert valuers giving expert evidence
of value l:or myself, Irather doubtthat
they do. Valuers from the very nature
of the expert evidence they give, which
must be based on a factual foundation
of previous sales, valuation records
etc. , can be madefarmoreaccountable
forthe opinions of value they express.
Their opinions can be related back to
a large extent to a factual base but
even so there is room for clear expres-
sion of opinion which the valuershould
take care he can genuinely justify if
challenged.

The adversary system of conducting
cases-including arbitrations-has
given rise to a number of criticisms
from experts as well as lawyers. The
evils most frequently alluded to were
referred to by John Bastin in a paper
The Court Expert in Ciuil Ino1s16 as
follows:
I. The court hears not the most ex-
pert opinions butthose favourable to
the respective parties.
2. The corrupt expert may be a rare
phenomenon, but will not be exposed
by an inexpert cross-examination.
3. The expertis paid for his services,
and is instructed by one party only;
some bias is inevitable
4. Questioning, whether eductive or
hostile, by a lay barnster may lead to
the presentation of an maccurate pic-
ture, which will mislead the court and
frustrate the expert.
5. Where a substantial disagreement
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"A dishonest man,

knowing he could not
be punished, might be
inclined to indulge in
extravagant assertions
on an occasion that

d 't"required it.

"Experts do not come to the court-
room or to an arbitration as ais-
interested observers. They are
generally sought outby oneorother
side in legal proceedings, requested
to make a reportto the legal repre-
sentatives, paid for that and, if the
report coincides with the arguments
which the lawyers wish to put for-
ward in the case, asked to testify.
Experts are no more altruistic than
lawyers. They expectremuneration
and they receive it. Of necessity, this
affects the relationship between the
expert and the side for which he or
she appears. There are all manner
of pressures, albeit often subtle
ones, that propelthe expert in the
direction of making findings which
are acceptable to the side for which
he initially prepares a report and
then is asked to appear:'13
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A dishonest inari, knowing he could
not be punished, might be inclined
to indulge in extravagant assertions
on an occasion that required it. But
that is not all. Expert evidence of
this kind is evidence of persons who
sometimes live by their business, but
in allcases are reinunerated fortheir
evidence. An expert is not like an
ordinary witness, who hopes to get
his expenses, but he is employed
and paid in the sense of gain, being
employed by the person who calls
him. Now it is natural that his mind,
however honest he may be, should
be biased in favour of the person
employing him, and accordingly we
do find such bias. ... Undoubtedly
there is a natural bias to do some-
thing serviceable forthose who em-
ploy you and adequately reinunerate
you. It is very natural, and it is so
effectualthat we constantly see per-
sons, instead of considering them-
selves witnesses, rather consider
themselves asthepaidagents of the
person who employs them.
But who is responsible for such ex-

pressions of opinion-the expert wit-
nesses or the lawyers who engage
them?



arts^!s, it is irrational to ask a layjudge
to solve it; he has no criteria by which
to evaluate the opinions.
6. Success may dependon the PIausi-
bility or self-confidence of the expert,
rather than his professional coin-
petence.
7. Those professions on whieh the
judicial system is reliant are an-
tagonised by adversary trial procedure

I do not, of course, imply that
such comments apply to all expert
witnesses. The comments ate but

generalisations. But within them there
is an element of truth which should
provide a warning to valuers to avoid
the pitfalls to which expert evidence
can be prone.

The matters referred to by Mr Basin
and by Sir George Jessel should be
regarded riot as accusations but as
warnings of matters to be avoided by
the expert witness.

I~

to be won, not every individual
'batt^!). If he loses on credibility he
may callinto question alithe points
that he might otherwise'have Won
for his party.
"(ii) Rotionolity-he must have the
ability to rationalise. Under exami-
natioii he will'be posed with many
and varied questions, all by lawyers
with only a limited knowledge of the
professional matters under con-
sideration. Where the question is
clear he should deal with it as

directly and forthrightly as possible
Where the question is less clear he
may, perhaps, exercise a little more
latitude, e. g. , he may consider the
question from various angles (so
long as the judgeltribunalare follow-
ing with interest). His ability to con-
sider carefully, and reason clearly,
anyquestion puttohim winenhance
his standing with the judge!tribunal.
"(in) Coinmunicobilit!r-it is no good
the expert witness having the expert
knowledge if it cannot be coin-
inunicated with clarity and under-
standing to those who have to de-
cide. It may not be so difficult in
arbitrations where the arbitrators

will understand the usual profes-
sionalterms. It may wellprove diffi-
cult, however, in court. It does not
help his cause if every other word of
an erudite sentence has to be ex-

plained-the judge may lose interest
before the message has got across!"

Under the heading of"Commitment"
Mr Miller said:

"His is a special function. He will be
called upon to give opinions which
(hopefully) will be favoured by the
courtltribunal, and adopted as their
own. His opinions must therefore be
both wise and just.

"He must not assume he knows
arithe answers. He must look at the
facts (as they are known to his
party) andexamine them thoroughly
from every angle. Where his pro{es-
sional opinions on the facts speak
for his party's cause he must be
prepared to explain why; where they
do not, he must explain that also (in-
deed, even more so!). No stonemust
be left unturned where matters of
expertise are concerned; he has
accepted that degree of responsi-
binty and must honour it fully:'
The firstfew minutes of an expert's

evidence often determine the attitude
of the tribunal to his evidence The wit-
ness should speak clearly and in a
measured way-not gabbling at a
speed which is difficult to follow or
record. Remember that the tribunal,
while listening to the evidence, is at the
same time considering it and weighing

Giving the evidence

All of the pre-trial inquiry and pro-
cedures prior to hearing are but
preparation for the most important
aspect of the role of the expert
witness-the giving of his evidence.
The manner in which it is done can
win or lose a case for the party for
whom the expert is called.

I was impressed by the clear state-
merit of the responsibilities of the ex-
pert witness given by Mr H. J. Miller
in a paper presented in the Journal of
the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators

in 1982 entitled The Expert Wit-
ness17 and I think they deserve
repeating here They are referred to
under the heading=!Personal Qualities"
(of the witness):

"(i) Integrity-both personal and
professional. Whether he is under
oath or not, this quality must come
through when giving evidence if his
evidence is to be believed:judgesI
tribunals are most adept at weigh-
ing up the witness and 'integrity'
rates very high on their list.

'Personal integrity'is always hard
to assess, but 'professional integrity'
comes overloudand clear! Many an
expertwitnessloses credencewhen
he hedges round a question, par-
ticularly under cross-examination,
rather than face up to it squarely-
he conveys the impression (rightly or
wrongly)that he is putting his party^
interests before his own professional
integrity. If he has done his home-
work and believes in his party's
cause he should be able to tackle

any question reasonably and fairly
and, if necessary, give way on a
point here or thenz;it is the sum total
that counts tit is the 'war' that has
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it up. This is difficult to do unless the
witness gives time for doing so.

The expert should never lecture the
tribunal or talk down to it. Rather, he
should regard himself as an instructor
or teacher, using simple phrases where
possible and ensuring that the tribunal
understands a point before 15assing on
to the next orig lfthe expert can carry
the tribunal with him then the battle
is more than half won.

Cross. examination of the
expert witness

The expert should be well aware
that after having given his evidence-in-
chief he will be cross-examined by
counsel for the opposing side He
should be prepared for this before
the hearing by counsel calling him.
Counsel should put the witness
through a practice cross-examination
so the witness will know the type
of questions to be asked of him by
opposing counselandcan be ready to
deal with them.

If opposing counsel feels the wit-
ness's evidence is damaging to his
case, he wintry to discredit him by
challenging his qualifications, his pre-
vious experience with the type of
problems with which the case is con-
cerned, the correctness or accuracy of
the basic facts on which the expert's
opinions are based so asto show that
the witness's evidence is unreliable and
that the opinions of counsel's own ex-
pert are to be preferred.

If the expert has done his home-
work and formed honest opinions,
he has nothing to fear from cross-
examination. He should not become
angered or upset. Opposing counsel
may endeavour to cause the witness
to become upset. The witness should
not be rushed in his answers. They
should be clear, as simple as POS-
sthle and courteous. He should be
courteous to the tribunal, to other
parties and counsel. Do not try to
score off cross-examining counsel.
Counselwillusually come off best. Do
not hedge in answering a question. If
you do not know an answer, say so.
If a point is made in favour of the
opposition, acknowledge it; explain it
ifpossible, but do not deny what to the
tribunal may be perfectly obvious.

Finally, the expert who has been
subject to a vigorous and challenging
cross-examination may be comforted
by realising that his evidence has prob-
ably been effective and damaging to
the other side-hence the attemptto
demolish him.

continued on coge 182
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The expert witness
By Ian Callinan, LL. B. , Q. C.

In this paper, presented at the 77'1ennial Congress of the
Australian Institute of Valuers held on the Gold Coast

in May; the author examines the collation, form and
presentation of evidence, conclusions derived and the
effects on cross-examination.

I have divided this paper into three
parts. First, I discuss the law relating
to the rights and duties of expert wit-
nesses. Ihave selected from the cases
some examples which illustrate the
principles to which I refer. Second, I
make some personal observations-I
emphasise, purely personal-on the
ways in which experts may best acquit
themselves in the witness box. And
lastlmake some similar observations
on the preparation of evidentiary
reports for, and the giving of evidence

the Land Court.In,

Experts were not always treated
with the respect and confidence that
they now generally enjoy in the courts.
Four reasons can be identified to ex-
plain the suspicion which formerly
attached to expert evidence the quali-
fications of so-called experts were
often questionable; sometimes there
was no established college or other
institution or recognised discipline
where the "expert" could study, or
with which the claimed expertise could
be associated;juries were often drawn
from uneducated groups and were un-
able to understand the complexities of
the relevant discipline; and judges, in-
nately conservative as so many were,
sometimes tended to prefer only what
could be seen or heard to the theons-
ing and abstractions often and neces-
sarily involved in expert evidence

There are some today who would,
and in some cases perhaps with justifi-
cation, continue to entertain sus-
picions about expert witnesses and ex-
pert evidence.

If recent example be required the
celebrated Chamberlain caseprovides
it. Ido notintend to take sides in that
controversy but let me quote a little
from the very careful report of Mr
Justice Mornng.
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"It will be seen from what! ha\, e so
far written that the task which Mrs
Kuhlwas called upon to perform in
testing the Chamberlains' car and
its contents posed most substantial
difficulties, even forthe most highly
skilled and experienced forensic
biologist. It was much more appar-
ent before the Commission than it
was at the malthattherewere many
traps for the unwary in carrying
out jinmuno-chemical tests upon
samples which were old and which
had been exposed to severe condi-
tions. In the circumstances great
caution was required in setting up
the testing procedures and in in-
ternreting the results observed.
"It is apparentthatthe Health Coin-
mission's system not only had ad-
verseconsequences forthedefence
but also putthe Crown in the POSi-
tion of having to depend upon Mrs
Kuhl's skill and experience to sup-
port the conclusions drawn from
these difficult tests?
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associating the teeth and shape of the
mouth of the accused with bite marks
on the corpse of the child. This evi-
dence was very carefully analysed by
the Court of Criminal Appeal which
upheldthe appeal of the accused, hold-
ing effective19 that the evidence was
speculative and certainly not such as
to justify conviction.

Thesearedramatic andperhaps ex-
treme examples. But in every case in
which, as happens with expert evi-
dence, there is a connection made be-
tween the observable, available, con-
CTete evidence, the established scien-
tific formula, and the application of the
formula to the available evidence, there
is room for error. There is, Ithink, a
natural, human tendency to apply or
exploit a faculty or training that one
possesses; armies must march, scien-
tists must theonself a party employs,
say, a mechanical engineer to find and
comment upon the deficiencies of a
particular engine, his professional pride
will becomeengaged. Employed to find
deficiencies, find them he will. Profes-
sional zealand a natural desire to use
one's skills needs to be tempered with
moderation.

Phipson, the leading English test on
evidence has contained for many edi-
tions, and continues to contain, this
passage (11th Ed. , p. 481, para. 1286):

'Value of Expert Evidence The
testimony of experts is often con-
sidered to be of slight value, since
they are proverbially, though per-
haps unwittingly, biased in favour of
the side which calls thems, as well
as over-ready to regard harmless
facts as confirmation of precon-
ceived theories; moreover, support
or opposition to given hypotheses
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It seems extraordinary in this decade
that with so many scientific aids and
checks available in such an important
matter such apparently well qualified
scientists could differ, and fail before
the trial to be aware of what subse-

quently proved to be vital scientific
checks.

Such a finding, particularly in a case
as famous as the Chamberlain case,
tends to set back the cause generally
of all experts in alllitigation.

Examples can be multiplied. In The
Queen v. Corroll(unreported in the
High Court) the accused was con-
victed of the murder of a very young
infant. Some of the most reputable,
conscientious and best qualified dental
surgeons in Australia gave evidence
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can generally be multiplied at will.
Indeed, where the jury accepts the
mere untested opinion of experts in
prefer81'1Ce to diredt"and positive
testimony as to facts, a new trial
may be granted. The court has
accepted the evidence of a wife as
to the paternity of a 10 months
child, in spite of the unanimous
opinion of several doctors:'

The rather old fashioned view of Sir
George Jessel MR is still sometimes
repeated. He said in 1873:

"In matters of opinion I very much
distrust expert evidence, for several
reasons. In the first place, although
the evidence was given upon oath,
in point of fact the person knows
that he cannot be indicted for per-
jury, because it is only evidence as
to a matter of opinion ... But that
is not all. Expert evidence of this
kind is evidence of persons who
sometimes live by their business,
but in allcases are reinunerated for
their evidence. An expertis notlike
an ordinary witness, who hopes to
get his expenses, but he is employed
and paid in the sense of gain, being
employed by the person who calls
him. Now it is natoralthat his mind,
however honest he may be, should
be biased in favour of the person
employing him, and accordingly we
do find such bias ... Undoubtedly
there is a natural bias to do some-
thing serviceable for those who
employ you and adequately re-
inunerate you? (Abinger v. Ashton
118731 17 LR 358 at 374. )
All of this you may say, misses the

point with valuers and valuation evi-
dence. Not entirely perhaps, as Ithink
I can demonstrate later when I come
to some consideration of the particu-
Iar role of the forensic valuer.

What has happened in relation to
expert evidence, and its ultimate failLire
in some celebrated cases, has had
much to do with the relatively slow
evolution of the law applicable to ex-
pert evidence.

There are some fundamental rules
relating to experts and their evidence.
In some areas there is a misconception
that only formally qualified persons

orthe means and ways of the perfor-
inarice of a particulartask. In principle
there is no reason why, and it does
happen occasionally, that a realestate
agent without a valuer's certificate
gives valuation evidence

At this point I observe that there is
often a world'of difference between a
mereexpert anda forensicexpert. The
latter needs specialskills. There are un-
doubtedIy many realestate agents with
an unerring, intuitive judgment in as-
sessing and valuing real estate but
who would make lamentably bad wit-
nesses. The presentation of evidence
in court requires many special qualities
that I will discuss later in this paper.

Once again examples can be multi-
plied. One fruitful field of litigation has
been the art world, due in part, I be-
lieve, to an unwillingness by many
artists to sign their works, engendered
either by aresentmentthatoumers and
dealers in the future will profit, or a
reluctance to acknowledge an inferior
work. Dealers, art auctioneers, critics
and other artists have frequently given
evidence in cases of disputed artworks
and defamation of artists, In a spinted
defence under cross-examination of
his own activities as an artist, Whistler,
noted as a wit and raconteur as well
as an artist, justified the price of awork
painted in a short space of time, as
being the price paid "for a lifetime of
skill and experience'I

Occasionally, indeed only very
occasionally, experts participate in the
judicial process in a role other than
that of expert witness, as court
appointed experts or assessors. The
rules of the Queensland Supreme
Court make qualified provision forthe
use of assessing experts or referees
(Order 39 of the Rules of the Supreme
Court). I am unaware of any case in
which the rule has been utilised in
Queensland within the last decade.
There is a similar rule in the Federal
Court Rules. There is controversy sur-
rounding the extent to which suchpro-
visions should be availed of.

Pincus J of the Federal Court be-
lieves that such rules should be used
more frequently. In a paper delivered
at the Australian Legal Convention in

regrettably often the settlement is
merely a sign that the system is not
seen to be likely to work well; the
apparently high settlement rate in
the most complex cases may be
contrasted with the experience in
the criminal sphere where such
cases have to be, and are;tried, but-
by meansimposing aheawburden
upon the court, and in particular on
jurymen.

Contrary views havebeen expressed
by others,

I prefer the latter view. Litigants ex-
pect, and are entitled to expect, a
trial conducted entirely by a judge
appointed to be detached in allre-
spects from the issues and the parties,
appointed and holding office accord-
ing to well understood practices and
procedures. The fact that a hearing
may be prolonged or technical is not
a basis for its being conducted by
someone other than a judge. It is
sometimes overlooked that judicial
time, although of the greatest impor-
tan6e, is notthe most expensive time
involved in any litigation, particularly
compared with the time of the parties,
witnesses and legal advisers.

There is a common misconception
that an expert may not be cross-
examined as to credit. In practice, ex-
pert witnesses are often treated more
gently than other witnesses, butthere
is no doubt they enjoy no privileged
position in law in this regard. That the
witness has expressed a different view
at another time, is corrupt, lacks in-
dependence, or in some other way
lacks detachment or reliability may
all properly be the subject of cross-
examination.

It goes almost without saying that
an expert may be cross-examined on
his expertise and qualifications.

There is no doubt that there is a
tendency today to canexpert evidence
more often. With that tendency has
developed some laxity in the presen-
tation or defence of cases. Expert wit-
nesses rarely will have had an OPPor-
tunity of witnessing the events or per-
sonally ascertaining the facts upon
which their opinions are based; proof
of these usually will have to be given
by others' Care should be taken to
adduce that evidence fully and with
precision.

You might think that this rule has
littlerelevancetovaluers. They, you will
say, are able to see the property about
which they are to give evidence But
that is not always so. Very often
the improvements will have been
demolished orthecharacter ortopog-
raphy of the site will have been altered
by majorworks. Just becausesuchevi-
dence may, in the discretion of, for ex-
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may give evidence. The rule is that an
expert may be qualified either by a
course of special study or experience
Today, with the proliferation of tertiary
institutions it would be a brave person
who would seek to proffer himself as
an expert withoutformalqualifications
in an area in which a course of study
is available But it does happen from
time to time In master and servant
cases witnesses are sometimes called
to give evidence based on long ex-
pertence in the operation of machinery
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Perth in September 1987, His Honour
said (at p. 477 of the September 1987
issue of the Australian Law Journal) of
the use of the court's time, His Honour
elsewhere having advocated the use of
court appointed experts:

"The more complex civil cases are
hardly evertried. One reason is that
the production of a result by the
ordinary adversary process is too in-
volved and expensive Lawyers con-
gratulate each other when a large
and difficult case is settled, but
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ample, the Land Court in Queensland
be received in ahearsayform, does not
lessen the need to adduce it, albeit in
those jurisdictions, when permissible,
in a hearsay form. Let me take a par-
ticular example in the Land Court.

In the mid-1970s several cases to de-
termine the. unimproved value of SIIgar
cane growing landsin the Woongoolba
area were conducted. The land had
been settled in the very early days of
the colony. There was no substantial
dispute asto the improved valueofthe
lands. That had been clearly estab-
lished by the regulated sales approved
by the Central Sugar Cane Prices
Board. The two issues were the value
of the improvements and the extentto
which thoseimprovements gave added
value to the land.

Proofofthefonnerwas 900tlycom-
pitcated by the antiquity of the jin-
provemerits, the great changes in the
topography of the area, the fact that
the improvements predated modern
technology and labour saving devices,
and that they had largely been done
by slave or kanaka labour.

The original state of the land was
ultimately proved in anumber of ways.
Old survey maps, virtually early ex-
PIOrers' maps, were obtained from the
Survey Department and were ten-
dered. Some vestiges of unchanged
land were described in evidence and
compared with the maps. And some
very old persons who had lived in the
area from infancy and could recall
some of the land in its virgin state,
described the original land and some
of the works in evidence That body
of evidence from all of those sources
was generally accepted by the court.

Oneproblemwhich arises frequently
sterns from the general rule that a wit-
ness may not be asked the question
which the jury has to decide The evi-
dence of experts constitutes an excep-
tion to this rule Although the right of
an expert to answer such a question
is not unqualified, it need not be con-
sidered further here as valuers are en-
titled to state their opinion of the
values of properties and their coinpo-
nents. However, the same privilege
does not attach to anthatavaluermay
have to consider in reaching his ulti-
mate conclusion as to the value of the
land. For example, in respect of some
cases of uncultivated but cultivable
land, he might be better advised to rely
on the opinion of an experienced local
farmer or agronomist with respectto
the fertility and potential of the land.
In the third section of this paper Iwill

One matter which sometimes
causes problemsisthevalueor useto
be accorded to a "view" by the courts.
In Scott v. NumL!rkoh, Corpgrotion
(1954) 91 CLR 300, the High Court
discussed the purpose of a view. The
casewas concerned with noisecaused
by dance music and its intrusion upon
the exhibition of films by a nearby
motion picture exhibitor. At the con-
clusion of the evidence, the defendant's
counsel suggested that the inaljudge
should visitthe premises to witness a
practical demonstration". The judge
agreed and visited the premises to see
andhear the effect of the dancemusic
upon the films and the accompanying
sound track. Counselfor the plaintiff
did not acquiesce in tiledemonstration
as part of the material before the court.
There had been no prior arrangements
to ensure that the noise produced
would be similarto that the subject of
complaint.

manner in which, for this purpose,
a tribunal may derive assistance
from a view. The limits of the use
which may be made of a view are
wellstatedbyDavidson J in Unsted
v. Unsted (1947) 47 SR(NSW) 495;
64 WN 183, where he said:
'Whilst a view is frequently a
valuable adjunctto a hearing to en-
able themIthto beendted, there are
well-recognised limits within which
such aproceduremustbekept. The
subject has been discussed recent-
Iyby the FullCourtin Hodge v. Wil-
noms(1947) 47 SR (NSW)489; 64
\KIN 201.1n a general form the rule
is that a view is for the purpose of
enabhng the tribunal to understand
the questions that are being raised,
to follow the evidence and to apply
i^ but not to put the result of the
view in place of evidence; London
GenerolOmnibus Co. Ltd v. InDell
(1901) I Ch 135, at p. 139. Yet,
sometimes, for example, in cases of
passing off, or oth^ise when what
appears to the eye is the ultimate
test, the judge, looking at the ex-
hibits before him or examined by
him as if they were exhibits in the
case, and also paying attention to
the evidenceadduced, can apply his
own independentjudgrnentnotwith-
standing what witnesses have de-
posed to on the particular point: cf.
Bourne v. SUIon Grid Edgor Ltd
(1903) I Ch 2^I, at p. 224; Popton
Grid Co. v. Snelling Lampord ond
Co. (1901) AC 308, at p. 311. It is
not permissible, however, for the
judge to gather anything in the
nature of extraneous evidence and
apply it in the determination of the
issues unless the facts are openly
ventilated and exposed to the CTiti-
cism of the parties: Woy v. Way
(1928) 28 SR (NSW) 345, atp. 347;
45 \An^ 101; Kessowjilssorv. Greot
Indian Peninsulo Railwoy Co. (1907)
23 TLR 5301

"The statement that'the rule is that

"The Full court ...
held that the trial
judge had erred in
failing to apply his
impression of the
demonstration to the
credibility of the
witnesses.

,

In his reasons for judgment, the trial
judge said that had he been at liberty
to treatthe demonstration as evidence,
he would not have believed the band
constituted a nuisance The FullCourt
of the Supreme Court of Victoria held
that the trial judge had erred in failing
to apply his impression of the demon-
stration to the credibility of the wit-
nesses. When the matter went on
appeal to the High Court, that court
held that the judge had gone further
than merely undertaking a view, he had
witnessed an experiment or demon-
stration, a course open to him only
with the express concurrence of the
parties. The purpose of a view was to
enable the evidence to be understood
better but could not be used in substi-
tution for the evidence. At page 313,
four members of the court discussed
the matter in this way:

"It is, of course, clear that the legiti-
mate use' of a view may greatly

. ^

refer in more detailto a particular area
of expertise upon which valuers must
rely or with which they should become
familiar
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assist in deciding between two con-
incting bodies of evidence But to
saythat view may serve such apur-
pose gives no real clue to the

a view is forthe purpose of enabling
the tribunal to understand the ques-
tions that are being raised, to follow
the evidence and to apply it, but not
to putthe result of the view in place
of evidence' is fully supported by
authority. In the United States the
rule appears to be wider (see Wig
more on EUidence, 3rd ed. (1940),
pp. 264 at seq. ) butthere is no war-
rantfor an extension of the rule so
well established in this country.
There is a certain air of unreality

of the propositions stated by the High
Court. While recognising the diffi-
culties of an exact duplication of actual
conditions and thensk thatnoprecise
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aboutthe formalism and narrowness



simulation may be possible, it is, in my
view, something of an affrontto coin-

I~' mon sense to suggest that witnesses'
descriptions of whatthey say or heard
are likely to be more reliable and
accurate than sounds and events

actually heard and witnessed. hitis left
to the court to gauge the reliability of
such descriptions given orally after the
event, it seems remarkable to me that
a court may not be similarly entrusted
to gauge the accuracy of the demon-
stration, albeitthatthere should be no
restriction upon the right of a witness
to say that the demonstration was un-
reliable, exaggerated or false, if such be
the case

We allknow that so far astheLand
Court and the Local Government
Court are concerned, whatever lip-
service may be paid to the limited role
of the inspection or view, in practice,
is of enormous importance to the ulti-
mate decision of the court. I am not
suggesting that any case could, or
should, be decided without evidence
to some extent, at least explaining
matters which will be apparent on the
view, but the undertaking of a view
does indeed do much to shorten and
make more, orless credible, particular
bodies of evidence

To what extent may an expertrely
upon the publications or works of
others? To what extent may an expert
be cross-examined by reference to
such works? The rule with respectto
the former is that an expert may refer
to learned treatises. He should say that
he has relied on the work of Professor
X; that the professor is a world
authority on the topic;that he, the wit-
ness, is familiar with the work; that a
certain viaA1 has been expressed in the
work; and that the witness adopts or
relies upon it.

Similarly a witness may be cross-
examined on such a work but certain
steps should be carefully taken in such
a cross-examination. Does he know
the work of Professor X? Is not Pro-
fessor X an .acknowledged world or
national authority in the field? Is not
the professorthe author of many (iden-
tifying them) texts? Has he given
papers, lectured on the topic, etc. ?
Then the particular proposition of the
professor should be put to the witness
in order to have him retract, vary or
otherwise comment on his contrary

Another vexed question is whatmay
properly be the subject of expert evi-
dence? Matters constituting ordinary,
natural phenomena capable of being
observed and described by laymen
may not be the subject of expert evi-
dence. The dividing line often may be
very thin. Practitioners in the court will
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Government Court fully argued.have encountered situations in which
In Hobon^; Glynde Pty Ltd v. Firleone side has sought to bolster an

apparently weak case by introducing Hotel(1973) 4 SASR 503, the South
expert evidence in respect'of-Itlatters" '. Australian FullCourtrejected a survey
which really do not require expertise madebyapublicrelations consultant
fortheir consideration. This is aprac- designed to ascertain residents desires

with respect to an hotellicence. Byticewhich has to some extent been de-

veloped-in-master and servant cases, contrast, - in Gloss Bottom-Boots -v. -
Salthouse (1967) Rpc 589, [NZ],particularly in cases involving injury
Mahon J admitted the results of acaused by machinery operated without

regard to proper procedures. The rule market survey as an exception to the
may be summarised by saying that if hearsay rule, or on the basis that the
the topic is one requiring knowledge publicresponses, althoughnotneces-
not generally available without special sarilytrue, constituted evidenceofthe
skill, training orexperience, then expert fact of the responses.

With respect Ithink that the latterevidence may be given in respect of it.
of the bases is plainly correct andSome matters can be excluded as
accords with common sense. Later inproperly the subject of expert evidence
this paper, Iwillmake a distinction be-Witnesses may not construe docu-
tween, for example, market surveysmerits or statutes. Expert evidence
and the information obtained by ques-may, however, be given of foreign laws,
tioning by valuers in the course of thebut not of domestic laws. Witnesses
making of their valuations.may not give evidence of matters of

morals, human nature or probability.
Giving evidenceEvidence has been rejected of drovers

ICOme now to somepersonalviewswith respect to the occurrence of an
accidenttocattlein arailwaytruck and of the ways in which expert evidence
as to the prudence of grazing horses - should be given. Ithink there are some

obvious golden rules.with horned cattle That an occurrence
First, it is criticalIy important that anwas probable according to the "laws"

of chance orthat awitness would have expert venture only into fields in which
beenunlikelytoseeaneventacertain he is truly expert. In modern times,
distance away because that would be fields of expertiseare being narrowed.
beyond the "average" capacity of the In medicine, there are now specialties
human eye would be similarly objec- within specialties. An expert should
tionable. But aslhavesaid, thedivid- ensure that if questioned as to his
ing lineis a thin one, and perhaps to- qualifications, he is able to establish

his right to give evidence on the Tele-day evidence might be admitted that
vanttopic. The courts are reluctanttoin the past been excluded.

One problem which tends to arise acceptawitnesswhosequalifications
in modern times relates to the admis- are academic only. A witness should
stinty of evidence of marketresearch have good practical experience as well

as the necessary academic qualifi-or polls. The results of these are very
frequently analysed by experts and cations.

formthebasisfortheexpressionofan Secondly, and this should go with-
ultimate opinion. The matter is not out saying, an expert witness should
withoutrelevance to valuers because ensurethathehas a soundknowledge
it has particular application to some of anyrelevant, recent, informed litera-
town planning cases and town plan- tureon the topic. Thereis atendency
rimg considerations are often at the for experienced forensic experts to
forefront of the deliberations by the assumetheyknowsomuchaboutthe
valuer in forming his opinion of the relevant areathatitis unnecessary for

them to keep their reading current.valuation of property.
Thirdly, and this is probably theThe whole of this difficult area is dis-

cussed in the currentAustralianedition most important requirement, the ex-
of Cross on EUidence, atpp. 724 and pert witness should ensure that his
725. The evidence of the results of basicmaterials areaccurate An expert
such survey and of the actual state- mightexoneratehimselfbysayingthat
merits made by persons surveyed are the data upon which he was required
given almost as amatter of coursenow to comment was provided by someone
in the Local Government Court, par- else and therefore he should not be
ticularly in shopping centre cases in criticised for acting uponthebasisthat
which there is almostinvariably a ten- what he was told was accurate It will
dency to ponthe neighbourhood to not always be possible for an expert
ascertainthewishes of its residentsfor to establish the underlying facts for
anewshoppingcentre. lainunaware himself. But wherever possible he
of any case in which an objection has shoul^attemptto do so, even if only
been taken, and the admissibility of by carefully questioning his informant

or by examining closely any written orthis sort of evidence in the Local
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other materials provided to him. Errors
apparently made in the Chamberlain
case seem to have had two coinpo-
nents: insufficient or unreliable basic
materials, the samples, and defective
methods of analysis and checking.
Even if it is not strictly the experts
fault, it will be embarrassing for him if
his theory is demolished by the reve-
Iation to him in cross-examination of
the inaccuracy of his raw materials.

Fourthly, an expert witness should
neither be, nor be seen to be, partisan.

A

An expert should always preserve
a proper professional detachment.
Within proper limits his role is to assist
the court. That is not to say that he
should not seek to find the best that
can be said for his employer's case, but
he should in no way misrepresentthe
case, either in preparation or in evi-
dence. It has been my experience that
the best forensic experts are those
who make, and are seen to make, all
necessary andproper concessions and
qualifications not only in cross-
examination, but, and often devastat-

"bottom up"? A veryrealproblem rises
when the town planning authority is it-
sdf aparty to thentigation. Let me give
onegraphiCexample. - .,

Some years ago, I appeared in the
LandAppealCourt, in the caseofGol-
logherv. Brisbane City Council. At first
the Land Courthad accepted evidence
from a Brisbane City Council planner
who said that the land, the subject of
the case, which had been resumed by
the Brisbane City Council, would not
have had its zoriing changed by the
councilon the making of any applica-
tion by the dispossessed landowner
before dispossession. In the Land
Appeal Court, evidence from other
planners was adduced with a view to
demonstrating that the land could, and
should, have been rezoned to give it
a higher and better use, and therefore
a greater value. For the planning
authority having a directinterest in the
outcome of the litigation to seek to put
conclusiveIy in evidence as a matter
of expert opinion the proposition
which would result in advantage to the
planning authority (as the resuming
authority), and disadvantage to the dis-
possessed owner, is akin to allowing
the captain of one side in a football
match to serve as linesman as well.

ingly so, in advance in evidence-
in-chief.

Fifthly, it is desirable that an expert
carefully ascertains whatis required of
him. His brief usually will be to report
upon, and give evidence with respect
to, a particular matter. He should con-
fine himself to that matter and only
such other matters as are directly rele-
vant to it.

Sixthly, an expert should enstirethat
he will have time available, ifrequired,
to hear the expert evidence on the
other side, and to assist the party who
has engaged him in dealing with the
expert evidence on the other side.

Seventhly, if an expert has had to
rely upon other fields of expertise he
should make that clear to his em-
plovers. As counsell have, on occa-
sions, been embarrassed by a dis-
closure forthe firsttime in the witness
box by an expertthat he has in fact
relied upon another who, for various
reasons, cannot be called, or who
ought notforthe proper conduct of a
party's case, be called on that side.

This is not a complete catalogue of
the rules relating to expert evidence. It
is simply a personal view of what an
expert should seek to do in relation to
the conduct of litigation.

date The decision contains a decision
within it.

This question also poses extremely
difficult problems for the parties. Do
thi;y 1:611 a town planner to talk about
the town planning attributes or other-
wise of the property which would have
resulted in a decision one way or the
other;~brao they call, for example, a
barnster practising in the town plan-
rimg field to express an informal
professional opinion on the likely out-
come of the notional town planning
appeal had it been conducted? The
latter course was adopted in one case
of whichlam aware, SeoulorldPtyLtd
v. The hand Administrotion Comints-
sion, which was concerned with the
unimproved value of the site of Sea-
world. On the other side, a town
planner from the Gold Coast Council,
within whose boundaries the land lies,
was called. Untilthe establishment of
a court of the kind that I have sug-
gested, this problem will continue to

"For many years I
have been a proponent
of the establishment
of a Planning, Land
and Environment
Court as a division of

S Crt"the Supreme Court.

arise

Whatlam saying is that it is unwise,
in some cases at least, for a valuer to
seek to rely simply upon what he has
been told, for example, by the town
planner forthe relevanttown or shire,
or some other planner. If a serious
question of town planning arises, it
should be the subject of original evi-
dence by a town planner who can be
subjected to cross-examination. This
is only another application of the rules
I have discussed, that the basic facts
should be independently established,
and that a town planning"factor' is of
such a kind.

If it is possible, a valuer should dis-
cuss a sale, if it is an important coin-
parable sale, with the parties to it. How
often does it happen that a coinpar-
able sale given ordinary face value, on
investigation is shown to have some
special features? Once again, this is an
application of the rule-know your
basic facts

By the same token, valuers should
make early careful inspections. They
should look at the subject property and
all of the important coinparable
properties. They should explore, when
they are available, matters of rental,
tenancies, duration thereof, produc-
tivity of rural lands, and they should
go to the appropriate government
records whenever they are available.
Because it is trite that the statutory
forms which parties havetolodgewith
government departmentsrarely reveal
reliable dissections of value and are
often misleading as to the terms of
transaction, such records, although
necessary reference materials, need
guarded consideration.

Valuers as experts
ICOme now to the role of valuers as

experts in the courts.
One area in which most problems

have arisen is in the area of valuations
which ultimately depend upon town
planning considerations: the question
as it has been colourfulIy put on occa-
sions, is the case to be "top down", or
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All of this raises, in a way, another
question, somewhatremovedfrom my
topic. For many years I have been a
proponent of the establishment of
a Planning, Land and Environment
Court as a division of the Supreme
Court. Iwould like to see animportant
compensation, valuation and town
planning cases go to one court
specialismg in these closely related
fields. Some of the questions posed for
the current Land Court are extremely
difficult ones. It has to decide what
another court, the Local Government
Court, would have been likely to de-
cide had an appeal been lodged with
that court on a town planning matter
and been determined on the relevant
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A

Another trap, in my view, is for a
valuer to fail to make due allowance

forthereducedpresentvalueofacon-
tract price payable over an extended
period. Sophisticated valuers will
always compare the interest rate in the
contract with appropriate commercial
rates.

Another difficulty I have encoun-
tered in practice is a tendency for some
valuers to assume, almost as a matter
of course, that cost of improvements
equals added value. This is rarely so.
Often there will be a significant dif-
forence, sometimes more, sometimes
less, between added value and cost.

Speaking again of the special duties
and responsibilities of valuers, Ishould
draw attention to the need forthem to
be familiar with legislation applicable
to particular properties. In this regard,
much more is demanded of valuers

than of any other experts. A valuer
valuing sugar canelands has to know,
in some detail, the provisions of the
Regulation of the Sugor Cone Prices
Act, and the means by which the
board, and the numerous other coin-
mittees established under that Act,
operate, as whatthey do has amarked
effect upon the value of sugar cane
lands. A valuer has to be completely
familiar with town planning schemes,
and those parts of a scheme which
apply to subject lands. There will be
many other cases in which careful con-
sideration will have to be given to Tele-
vant legislation.

In the same vein, valuers need to
know the current state of the law as
it is being applied in the Land Court.
They need to know whatinterestrates
are being adopted and what allowance
in respect of various properties is being

Arbitration-The role of the expert witness from pogei76

The expert witness called for Various innovative alterations have
the defence been made and are being considered

The expertcaledbythedefencewill to solve the problem of expert evi-
usually be called upon, first, to present dence.

the expert valuation evidence for the I. Briefs of expert evidence might be
defence and, second, to answer the exchanged beforehearing. In England
case put by the claimant's expert wit- this requirement is contained in statute

and Rules of Court. 19 In other juris-ness or witnesses.

In dealing with the opposing case, dictions, although norules havebeen
the expertshould be as objective as made, parties are encouraged to ex-
possibleandnot attempt to discredit change such evidence.
or criticise the other expert. It is not 2. Going alittlefurther, it is suggested
an edifying sight to see one expert that expertsshouldconferbeforehear-

ing with a view to bringing down acriticising another. If the witness holds
common reportforthe tribunal. Ifcom-a differing opinion from that of the
Diete consensus cannot be reached,opposing expert, he should be able to
the report can set out the areas ofexplain why he holds such differing

opinion, leaving it to the tribunal to
make the decision asto whose opinion
is to be accepted.

made for the factor of profit and risk
of realisation.

~ I hope that this. paper has not ven-
tured into too many foreign fields and
that in discussing the role of the ex-
pert witness, I have been able to
produce some new insights. Many of
the views are personal ones only and
it would not be wise for you to adopt,
without careful consideration, my sug-
gestions when you are being cross-
examined by other counsel.

The authortL!OS odinittedos o Queens-
lurid solicitor in 1960 Grid to the
QueenslondBorin 1965. He has been
o Queens Counselsince 1978. Mr Cal-
jinon was President of the AUStrolion
Bar Association in 198485 ond has
been Choirmon of the Queensland
Bornsters'Boardsince1987. .

Practice innovations

In order to be fully effective, the ex-
pert witness should know the practices
and procedures of the tribunal before
which he is to appear. If you are not
so familiar, ask for explanations from
counsel but, in addition, there is no
better teacher than first hand observa-
tion of the tribunal in session.

Currently there is considerable CTiti-
cism not only by parties and legal
advisers and expert witnesses but by
tribunals themselves of the manner in
which expert evidence is received in
the adversary system. Experts are
called on each side and the tribunal,
which almost invariably has itself no
expertise in the particular field, is
required to make the decision as to
which expert's evidence should be
accepted. Many writers have also CTiti-
cised the present system: see Phipson
on Evidence p. 565-576. "
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change of reports and consultation
then the role of the expert witness may
change to a large extent but exceptfor
the cases where complete consensus
is arrived at, the expert will still have
to appear before the tribunal to justify
his opinion on matters still in con-
tention.

Your ordeal in the witness-boxis not
over but it may be shortened if such
procedures become more the general
rule.

agreement and the areas of disagree-
merit, leaving the tribunal to resolve
only the matters of disagreement.
3. Then there is the suggestion of a
court or tribunal appointed expert to
advise the court ortribunalon matters
requiring expert opinion. The OPPosi-
tion to this course is voiced largely by
lawyers who claim that they will not
know which opinionsthecourt expert
will give and they will have no OPPor-
tunity to challenge such opinions.

For myself, at this stage, Iwould en-
courage the eXchange of reports and
consultations by opposing experts
with a view to bringing down a joint
report as the most acceptable ad-
vances that might be made.

In the field of arbitration, it is within
the power of the parties to agree to
such a course and, depending upon
the terms of the submission to atbitra-
tion, if the arbitrator is free to set his
own procedure he may direct the
parties how he wishes to dealwith ex-
pert evidence

Ifthe procedures move more to ex-
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